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H ERMIAS, TYRANT OF AT ARNEUS, companion of Platonists, fa

ther-in-Iaw of Aristotle, must have been an exceptional fig
ure. I In the last century Grote wrote thus of him: "Though 

partially disabled by accidental injury in childhood,2 Hermeias was a 

man of singular energy and ability, and had conquered for himself 

[his] dominion. But what contributed most to his celebrity is, that he 

was the attached friend and admirer of Aristotle, who passed three 
years with him at Atarneus, after the death of Plato in 348-347 B.C., 

and who has commemorated his merits in a noble ode. By treachery 

and false promises, Mentor seduced Hermeias into an interview, 
seized his person, and employed his signet ring to send counterfeit 
orders whereby he became master of Atarneus and all the remaining 

places held by Hermeias. Thus, by successful perfidy, Mentor re
duced the most vigorous of the independent chiefs of the Asiatic 
coast."3 The sequel to this 'successful perfidy' of Mentor is known: 

Hermias was taken to the Persian king at Susa, there interrogated 
under torture without breaking, and put to death. Some vivid details 

from these last days of Hermias, unknown to Grote, came to light 
with the publication of the Berlin papyrus containing substantial por
tions of Didymus' commentary on the Philippics of Demosthenes. 
Here one may read of Hermias' courage and steadfastness under 

interrogation, which so impressed the king that he was contemplating 

releasing him until Bagoas and Mentor, because of jealousy and fear, 
persuaded him to think better of it. Then, the most memorable detail 

1 The following will be referred to by author's name alone: C. M. BOWRA, "Aris
totle's Hymn to Virtue," CQ 32 (1938) 182-89; INGMAR DURING, Aristotle in the 
Ancient Biographical Tradition (Stud.gr.lat.Gothoburg. 5 [1957]); WERNER JAEGER, 

Aristotle. Fundamentals of the History of His Development2 (Oxford 1948); ULRICH VON 

WILAMOWITZ-MOELLENDORFF, Aristoteles und Athen2 II (Berlin 1893); D. E. WOR

MELL, "The Literary Tradition concerning Hermias of Atarneus," yes 5 (1935) 
57-92. 

2 This is a euphemism. Strabo 13.1.57 (610): ~v 8e 'Epf.LELa<; EtIVOVX0<;; other tes
timonia in DUring 280-82. 

3 George Grote, A History of Greece2 IX (London 1907) 427-28. 
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of all, Hermias, when about to die, made but one request, that a 
letter be sent to his "friends and companions" stating that "he had 
done nothing unworthy of philosophy or shameful."4 

The sentiment is noble indeed, the scene inspiring, and the ipsis

sima verba fully deserving of admission to any collection of famous 
last words. Scholars appear to have accepted the literal accuracy of 
this account at face value. Human nature being what it is, one wants 
it to be true. But there are difficulties. To begin with, the splendid 
final words of Hermias are lacunose in the papyrus; what we have is 
in part restoration-including the key word 'unworthy'.5 Then again, 
whether in the world of Realpolitik the king of Persia was considerate 
enough of the victims of his torture to provide for the preservation of 
their last words (and in a foreign tongue) may be doubted. If we thus 
must exercise due caution in evaluating the particular details, never
theless the fact remains that Aristotle received reports of Hermias' 
death which so moved him that he composed a poem in commem
oration of his dead friend. The potential importance of this document 
for what it may contribute to our understanding of Aristotle the man, 

and perhaps the philosopher, is self-evident. Despite the fact that 
Wilamowitz, Jaeger, Wormell, and Bowra have all published valuable 
interpretations of it, the poem remains imperfectly understood, and 
even mistranslated, in several key passages. The main issues ad
dressed here are three: (1) the formal genre, if any, to which the 
poem is to be assigned, (2) the meaning of certain difficult phrases, 
and (3) the presence, or lack thereof, of formal philosophical doctrine 

in the poem. 
The text has been preserved by Didymus, Athenaeus, and Dioge

nes Laertius: 

''A ' ,,' 8 ' a ' pE'Ta 1TOI\.Vf.LOX E 'YEVEC. fJPOTEUtJ, 

8i,pa lUX KaUc.<TTOV /3Up, 
<TCXS 1Tepc., TTap8evE, f.LOpcpas 

, 8 "Y" ,_. \ , rE" " .!. 'l:!. ' Kac. aVEc.v ':. 'YII\.WTO" EV I\J\.LtUc. TTOTf.LO" 
" ,," "", 5 Kac. TTOVO~ TI\.'YIvaC. IUXI\.EpO~ aKalUXvTa,,· 

TOW v ETTt ¢pe va /3&UEC." 

KapTTC)J) w-a8avaTOV XPV<TOV TE KPEIn<TW 
, , \. -- " 8' ., Kac. 'YOVEWV IUXI\UKaV'Y'YITOW VTTVOV. 

<TEV 8' E VEKE V < Kat> <> 8w~ 

10 rHpaKAfj" Ai,8a" TE KOVpOC. 

4 BKUI 5.64-6.18, quoting Callisthenes (FGrHist 124F2). 
6 BKU I 6.15-18: TWt 7TPO<; TO[v.. 4>/.AotJ<; TE Kat E]mipOtJ<; [E7TtU]TEAAELV ~ ovB[E]v 

&[V~LOV ELJ71 4xAouo~[<; ovB' a]uX71#-LOv BLa7TE7Tpal',.."EVO<;. 
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''I. 'I.' , ''I. ," 

7TO",,,, aVE'T",aaaV EV EP'Y0t~ 

o-av tL .]E7TOV'TE~ BvvaJ,Uvt· 

ao'i:~ 'TE 7TC)80t~ 'AXtAEV~ At-

a~ 'T' 'AiBao B6J.LOv~ .ryA8ov· 

15 o-a.~ B' EVEKEV ~tAiov J.LOpcpaS 'A'TapVEO~ 

ElIrpOcpo'i Clt:Aiov X~PW(J'f.lI atiya'i. 
'TOt)'ap aoi()tl.W~ EP'YOt~, 

'8' " '/:.J. M ~ a ava'TOV 'TE JA-tV av~ 'lo-OVo-t ovaat, 

MvaJ.LOo-Vva~ 8v'Ya'TpE~, ~t-

20 O~ gEviov o-E{3a~ avgov-

aat ~tAia~ 'TE )'Epa~ {3E{3aiov. 
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I have reproduced Page's text (PMG 842). The chief cruces will be discussed 
below. I note here the following. In 9 the reading is uncertain; Page prints 
h· . t ( ., • '"' \ ., ,. '"' \ ., " '"' \ "" 

IS own conJec ure EVEKEV 0 utO~, EVEX 0 utO~, EVEK EK utO~ MSS.: EVEX OVK 

~W~ Brunck: EVEX' oi ~LO~ Wit.). Interpretation of the poem is not affected. 
Ell in 11 is an anonymous addition; the MSS. do not have it and many editors 
do not print it. 

I 

Controversy over this poem had arisen already in Aristotle's life

time~ the motive was political, not literary. Athenaeus (696A -97B) 
relates that it was sung daily at meals, presumably in the Lyceum to 

honor the memory of Hermias. As a consequence, a certain Demo

philus brought a formal charge against Aristotle on the grounds that 

it was impious to sing a paean in honor of a man, since paeans were a 

class of poems reserved for deities.6 Athenaeus, or rather his source 

Hermippus, appealing to lines 15-16, countered that Hermias is re

garded as dead, and argued that the poem is therefore a skolion, not 
a paean. 

Whatever the specific genre, the charge is an obvious sham. The 

poem reveals no trace of impiety against traditional religious beliefs, 

for Hermias is clearly represented as dead. This is shown not so much 

by 8ave'iv ~1}Aw'T6~ in 4 or aEAiov x-rypwaEv aVya~ in 16 (to which 

Athenaeus refers), but, curiously enough, by the very word &8ava'Tov, 

'immortal', in 18. For the immortality which the Muses confer upon 

Hermias here is the traditional immortality regularly associated with 

6 This legal action was one reason for Aristotle's departure from Athens in 323 B.C. 

See During 277, 343-44, and W. K. C. Guthrie, History of Greek Philosophy VI (Cam
bridge 1981) 44-45. 
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them, that is, the immortality of the name, the continued survival of a 
person through the survival of his name alone. This is precisely what 
Tyrtaeus promises the warrior who falls bravely in battle: 

,~ , \. ' '(J\.' , '\. \. '~'"'' '" OVuE 7T'O'TE K",EO" HT ",Oll a7T'o",,,,V'Tat OVu OllOIL av'TOV 

aU' V7T'O yij" 7T'EP EWV Yf:YVETat a(Java'To".7 

Similarly Theognis promises Kyrnos immortality through the Muses' 
song (245-46): 

,~, , '~'(J , , \." \.' '\.\.' \.' 
OVuE7T'O'T OVuE allwlI a1TO",Et" K",EO", a",,,,a ILE"'"f1(TEt" 

"A.(J '(J' "" " a'f" tTOll av PW1TOt" atEv EXWlI OllOJ-UX. 

That such is Aristotle's meaning here cannot be doubted~ aoiBtJ.Wr; 

EPYOt" alone (I7) would guarantee that. From this point of view 
Aristotle could hardly have composed a more traditional poem. One 
may dismiss as frivolous the accusation of a(TE/3Eta.. However, the 
problem of the poetic genre to which the composition belongs re
mains a real difficulty. 

The 'classification of Greek lyric poetry' is a notoriously complex 
subject, as A. E. Harvey well illustrates in his excellent paper of that 

name.8 Many of the terms used, such as vlLvor; and EYKWf.U0ll, have 
both a popular meaning in ordinary use and a technical sense in the 
language of the grammarians. vlLlIor; as an informal word can be 
applied to a very wide variety of poems~ as a technical term it tended 
to be confined to poems in honor of gods. Moreover, the technical 
terms themselves did not remain fixed but acquired new meanings in 
the course of time~ (TKOA.toll is a good example of a term whose 
technical sense shifted. In one sense the question of the poetic cate
gory to which to assign Aristotle's poem is little more than pedantic. 
One may be tempted to agree with Harvey (I73) and leave it at that: 
"Athenaeus 15.696b ff. records the argument whether Aristotle's 
poem to Hermias was a paean or a skolion. If even in those days 
people could not always tell a paean when they saw one, we cannot 
expect to discover a reliable criterion ourselves." But in another 
sense this seemingly pedantic debate acquires a certain importance. 
For considerable confusion exists about the true nature of Aristotle's 
Hermias poem. Grote, as we have seen, described it as a 'noble ode', 
to whom he does not say. Smyth, whose brief paragraph on this, 
while not free from errors, is as sensible a summation as any, called 
it an 'ode to Areta'.9 Harvey, with a certain inconsistency (see supra) 

712.31-32 West. For a different view see C. Fuqua, GRBS 22 (1981) 215-26. 
8 CQ N.S. 5 (1955) 156-75. 
9 H. W. Smyth, Greek Melic Poets (London 1906) 468-69. 
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adjudged it a skolion; indeed, he does not hesitate to state positively 
that Aristotle is "the last author we hear of as composing a O"KOAWV" 

(62). Bowra, who discusses in some detail the characteristics of sko
lia and paeans, decided that "Aristotle's poem is too serious to be a 
skolion ... The solution must be that Aristotle modeled his poem on 

the paean but added to it some characteristics of the fJpr,vo,," (186). 
Most scholars call the poem a 'hymn', but without any consistency 

among themselves. Diogenes Laertius refers to it both as a paean 

(5.4) and as a hymn to Hermias (TOV vJJ..vov €.'TTof:YjO"EV Ei~ TOV ... 

'EpJJ..iav, 5.5); Jaeger also calls it a hymn specifically to Hermias 008, 
117). If they are using 'hymn' in the strict sense, that is, of a poem 

in honor of a god, then the poem would indeed run the risk of im

piety. But, as we have seen, there are clear indications that an apo
theosis of Hermias was hardly Aristotle's intention. Indeed he does 
not even mention Hermias by name; the only explicit reference to 

him is oblique-'ATapv€o~ EVTPO¢o~ in 15-16, scarcely an honorific 
description peculiarly appropriate to a god. In any event, it is obvious 
that those who talk of Aristotle's Hymn to Hermias intend no such 

interpretation. They are speaking loosely; even so, the title 'Hymn to 

Hermias' will not do, for it fails to give any hint that the poem is 

formally addressed to a deity, Areta. Conversely, the title 'Hymn to 
Virtue', used, for example, by Wilamowitz, Wormell, Bowra, and 
DtiringlO is misleading, for it does not indicate at all the real purpose 

of the poem, namely to venerate the memory of the man Hermias. 
Here surely, in this very diversity of opinion, lies the solution. Schol

ars, in ancient times and modern, have failed to agree on the genre of 
the poem precisely because it cannot be put into any single category 
without Procrustean measures. It is untypical, even as is its immediate 

occasion. The poem is addressed to Areta, an abstraction certainly 

regarded as a deity; the contrast with YEVEt /3POTEUp in the very first 
verse places that beyond doubt. One readily understands why many 

have wished to classify the poem as a hymn or, alternately, as a paean. 

Indeed, Aristotle very probably has imitated Ariphron's well-known 
Paean to Hygieia, as Wilamowitz (406) and Bowra 082-85) in particu

lar have stressed. But the poem, while in form a laudatio of Areta, is in 

intent rather a tribute to Hermias, no god but a mortal, and one whose 
name does not even occur in the poem. This is most unusual. One 

need only contrast the traditional memorial epigrams associated with 
Simonides, or the same poet's lyric poem in praise of Leonidas and the 

10 Wilamowitz ("der hymn us auf die Tugend") 405 and elsewhere; Wormell 61, 63, 

73, and elsewhere; Bowra, title of article; DUring 274, 277. 
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heroes of Thermopylae (fr.26 P.), to perceive how bold and original an 
approach Aristotle has taken. Furthermore, as far as style is concerned, 
the composition approximates most closely neither to hymn nor to 
paean, neither to skolion nor to threnos, but to a different and distinct 
genre (see irifra). Instead of attempting to place the poem in some 
rigid compartment, scholars would have done better to stress the ex
perimental element in it. 

II 

In the Hermias poem Aristotle introduces certain characteristic 
features typical of the contemporary dithyrambic style. Such are un
usual meanings of words, new and strange compounds, uncommon 
syntax, obscure images, allusive (and elusive) comparisons. Of course 
none of these features is unique to the dithyramb~ it is rather in their 
accumulation that a definite style emerges. It is in good part because 
Aristotle has elected to affect such a style, in fashion at the time, that 

scholars have proposed such a number of fundamentally different 
interpretations, remarkable in so short a piece of seemingly straight
forward content. The Greek is difficult. 

The first two verses are a good illustration of the A.Eg'8 8dJvpaJL

{3LK-ry: 

'ApETa TrOAV/-WXIJE "lEVEL {3POTEi.cp, 
IJ ' , , 
'TIpa,.."a KaAAUJ"TOV {31.C!!. 

TrOAv/-WxIJor; normally is used of one who undertakes or endures 
many labors~ its primary application, like that of TroA.V7rovor; and 
TroA.vaIJAoc;, is to mortals. Here, by contrast, the epithet refers to a 
deity, with the connotation of 'causing many labors' to mortals, 

TrOAAOVr; ,.."oXIJovc; TrapExovua T4} {3pOTEi.cp "lEVEL, as Smyth glosses it. 
LSJ's free paraphrase (s. v. TrOA.v/-LOXIJoc; II, "Pass., won by much toil, 

toilsome, apETlI Arist. Fr. 675.1") amounts to the same thing. (Strictly 
TrOAV/-LOxIJor; is neither active nor passive~ all it means is 'involving 
much toil'. Either the one who imposes or the one who endures the 
toil can legitimately be so described~ in the nature of things the 
epithet usually refers to the latter.) In other words, one would have 
expected 1TOAV/-LOxIJor; to agree with "lEVEL {3pOTEi.cp, not with 'APETa. 

"Ganz correct, aber doch recht kUhn" was Wilamowitz's just verdict 
on its use here. 

In the second verse IJ-rypa,.."a is in apposition to 'Ape-Ta and, like it, 
is followed first by an epithet, then by a dependent dative. All this 
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gives a first impression of a close structural balance, which is formal 
only. (Ji,paf.W. means 'prey', 'object of the hunt'; the relationship of 

(J'TJpaTi,~ to (Ji,paf.W. normally is that of superior to inferior, stronger 
to weaker. (Ji,paf.W., unlike English 'quest', is formed from a word 
meaning 'beast' - (Ji,p. There is a Greek proverb which Aristotle 

Quotes (or coins): ~ 8'Y)pwv ~ 8eoc;. 8i}paJUX, so far from being a 
word ordinarily applied to deity, normally would suggest, if anything, 

a polar contrast to it. Moreover, 8i,paf.W. is not a personal agent 

noun, but a neuter action noun; it denotes not a doer but an object, 

and formally corresponds to such nouns as 11payf.W. and XP11f.W.: a 
strange term to occur in apposition with a deity. All this must be kept 

in mind in order to appreciate the boldness of calling the divine 

'ApETa a 8-1]paf.W..1l The two epithets, 11'0AV/-wX(}E and KaAAuTTov, 

correspond in appearance only. As we have seen, 11'0AV/.wX8E is boldly 
joined with 'ApETa and would more normally have modified yeVEL 

[3pOTElcp. In contrast, KaAAuTToV is unexceptionally attached to (Ji,p

af.W.. Finally, the two datives are quite distinct in function. This can 
be seen by explicating the compendious word [3lcp; it stands for Tc!) 

[3lcp TOV [3ponwv YEVOV~ or, in ordinary prose, Ctv(}pw11'ivqJ [3lcp. Wi

lamowitz pointed the difference concisely by paraphrasing 01. av(}pw-

11'01. 8'TJPW(JI. TO KaAAI.UTOV Tc!) {3icp.12 

The lesson of these first two verses is clear: all is not what it first 

seems in the dithyrambic style. It will be well to bear this in mind in 
interpreting what are probably the most disputed lines in the poem, 
6-8: 

Tmo v €7Ti cppe va {3aAAEL~ 
\ , (J' ,.." Kap11'0V IDa avaTOV xpVUOV TE KpEIDUW 

\ , \ " (J' of Kat YOVEWV f.W.l\.aKaVYTJTOW V11'VOV. 

Kap7TOV: tf.LEpOV Kaibel ("requiro tf.LEpOV sim, i.e. amorem auri, 
parentum, somni amore fortiorem"): Kap7TWf,.L' Hartung: ap7TVv Bergk: 

KapTO~ Bywater (et Ross): XaPTOV ludere possis (e! Soph. Traeh. 
228) 
'iaaOavaTOV BKU (coniecerant Bergk, Wil. 13): T' aOavaTov Ath.: 

el~ aOavaTOv Diog.Laert. 

11 Eur. fA 568 ~'Ya TL fJT/peVHV apeT(lV is less bold, because apeT(lV there is not 
personified. (The passage has a sophistic background; see R. S. Bluck, Plato's Meno 
[Cambridge 1964] 1 n.8.) 

12 Readers of Wilamowitz will recognize that this last detail is by no means my only 
debt to him in the treatment of these two verses; see Wilamowitz 407. 

13 "The conjecture inafJavaTov, confirmed by Didymus, is falsely attributed to Wi
lamowitz by Diehl, together with all recent editors. It was first advanced by Bergk, 
PLG2, 520 (el PLG3, 664), who did not, however, incorporate it in the printed text. In 
the fourth edition he abandoned the suggestion and read ap7T1Jv i<; afJavaTOv." Wor-
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Here again on the surface the Greek looks straightforward; the 

syntax is simple (if one accepts ina(}aVaTOV). Furthermore, there is 

an external aid to interpretation: for it is all but certain that Aris
totle's poem has been influenced by the famous Paean to Health of 
Ariphron.14 Wilamowitz (406) noted the similarity and Bowra dis

cusses it in detail.15 Thus, for example, both poems have a certain 
metrical resemblance (basically dactylo-epitrite).16 But much the most 

interesting set of correspondences for the understanding of verses 
6-8 is to be found in verses 3-7 of Ariphron: 

Ei yap 1'18 ..;j 7TAOlJTOV XapL{) ..;j TEKEWV 

..;j nl{) ino8aiJ.Wvot; av(}pW7rOLt; /3auLk"i8ot; apx.l~t; ..;j 7TO(}WV 
.. A.. ' ''AA.. ~ ,., ()' OVt; KPVo/WLt; o/pOuLTat; EPKEULV "fIpEVOf..LEV, 

,." "\ \ () '() '()' '.1.'" "fI EI. TLt; al\.l\.a EO EV av PW7TOLUL TEPopLt; "fI 7TOVWV 
, ",1..._ 

af..L7Tvoa 7TE<pu.VTaL ... 

All three genitives in Aristotle's comparison appear to have an 

analogue in Ariphron. 7TAOVTOV answers to xpvuov, TEKEWV and yov

EWV both are illustrations from the sphere of the family, and f-LaAa-

mell 62 n.10. Wilamowitz (408-09) seems to have proposed the conjecture indepen
dently. In such cases the ius primae noctis of course belongs to the first claimant and we 
must not deny him his pleasure. But talk of false attributions can become excessive and 
imply dishonesty where none was intended. (Housman was inclined to be a bit cerritus 
et Juriosus on the subject, and he has made others so.) If more than one prominent 
scholar independently arrives at the same conclusion, textual or other, we ought to 
know it. This is a question of cumulative, and legitimate, auctoritas which should 
always be taken into account. 

14 PMG 813. The poem survives both in Athenaeus and on inscriptions; Sextus 
Empiricus, Plutarch, and Maximus of Tyre refer to it. Lucian calls it TO 'YvwpL~aTOV 

EKELVO Kat 7TCIUL 8w UTC)IUlTO~. See Page's testimonia for details. Wilamowitz, Der 
Glaube der Hellenen3 II 221 n.2, conjectures "der Hymnus des Ariphron, der in Athen 
unter die Kultlieder aufgenommen ist, wohl gleich flir diesen Kult [sc. of Asklepios at 
Athens] gedichtet." 

15 182-85. In view of n.13 supra I mention with hesitation that it was my indepen
dent observation of this similarity that first aroused my interest in Aristotle's poem. 

16 See Bowra 184 for details. He stresses the beginnings of the poems: "Both open
ings may fairly be called Anapaestic ... The connection of Anapaests with 'Dactylo
epitrites' is not common." Wilamowitz explains the opening of Aristotle's poem as 
Aeolic; the disagreement is due to the variants /3POTECP/ /3POTE~. Bowra accepts the 
former, Wilamowitz, rightly in my view, the latter. The very fact that both poems are 
in dactylo-epitrite meter, apart from any uncommon metrical combinations, is itself 
probably significant (when one takes into account other similarities between the poems 
to be mentioned). If (a) two 'professional' poets were involved or (b) a 'simple' meter 
had been used (e.g. iambic trimeters, dactylic hexameters, elegiac couplets, etc.), this 
argument would be worthless. But it is a question of an amateur (Aristotle) and a 
moderately complex metrical scheme, and this may suggest dependence and direct imi
tation. That Aristotle was capable of producing a poem in a lyric meter is of interest. 
Recall Harvey's comment (supra) that Aristotle was "the last author we hear of as 
composing a UKOAW v." 
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KaV)"r1TOtO V7TVOV, whether or not the reference is sexual (see infra), 

may be compared with Ariphron's 7T()OWV KTA. The verbal echo of 

07JPEVO/-LEV in O,rypaJLa is perhaps coincidence, but i(To8aiJLOvol;} and 
waOavaTov, both uncommon synonyms of WOOEOI;}, are not likely to 
be such. All in all, the evidence for imitation is impressive and ac

cordingly the meaning of Aristotle's verses may appear unproblema

tic. The reality is otherwise. 

I list the main difficulties. First, the soundness of Kap7T()V has often 

been called into question~ the apparatus critic us above lists but a 
selection of the conjectures put forward. Page was concise and em

phatic~ "vix credibile," he observed. Second, waOavaTov, even after 

the discovery that such was the reading of the Didymus papyrus, has 
not been universally accepted~ it wants further explication. Third, 

YOVEWV has been taken by some as referring to parents in particular, 
by others to ancestors in general. Fourth, JLaAaKaV)"r1 TOtO , it has 
been suggested, does not describe the eyes, but the cheeks. Those 
who refer it to the cheeks are not in agreement as to whether the 
reference is amatory or not. Fifth, some say tnrvOV is here a symbol 
of repose, others of sex. Clearly, first impressions notwithstanding, 

the interpretation of this Greek is not easy. 

Wilamowitz (408) believed that Kap'TT'O~ wa(J&vaTo~ was identical 
with the symbolic 'apples of immortality' of Greek saga. That is 

fanciful, but he is correct to defend Kap'TT'Ov. No convincing substitute 

has been proposed. What is wanted is not a word for 'desire' but for 
'fruition', and that we have in Kap7Tov. Bywater's KapTOI;} ... KPE~(T

(TO v, 'mightier might', is, to my ear at least, a most inelegant figura 

etym%gica, and KaPTOI;}, with all its connotations of violence and 
bodily strength, is utterly inappropriate to this context. KapTOI;} TE /3i7J 

TE is the epic phrase (Od. 4.415, 6.197)~ KpaTOI;} and Bia are known 

to all from Hesiod and Prometheus. Whatever is the objection to 

Kap'TT'OI;}? The word is collocated with cPp,ryv, as here, by Pindar: 0 8e 
'P ~, 0 1" "A. ""'1. \. , auaJLav VI;} EV 7TE7TpaYEV, OTt o/PEVWV E",aXE Kap7TOV a/-LW/-L7JTOV, 

ou8' a7TaTal.(Tl. OV/-Lc)V TEP7TETat Ev800EV.I7 I would bring into connec

tion with Aristotle's verses some iambic trimeters of the sixth-cen
tury poet Ananius (ff.2 D., 3 W.): 

Et Ttl;} KaOEipgal. XPV(TOV €V 8oJLOl.1;} 7TOAVV 

Kat mlKa /3aw. Kat 8v' ij TPE~I;} avOpW7TOVI;}, 
, 'ff ,1""1 ,..., 1"'\, 

YVOl.7J X O(TCP Ta (TVKa TOV XPV(TOV KPE(T(TW. 

Here we find the same phrase as in Aristotle, XPV(TOV KpE(T(TW. Figs, 

says Ananius, are more precious than gold. Figs are a literal fruit~ in 

17 Pyth. 2.73-74; cf Of. 7.7-8, MOUTall BOO"tII ... yAVKVII Kap7TolI CPP€1I0C;. 
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Aristotle Kap1rO() obviously is metaphorical fruit, but the passages are, 

in their way, similar. Whether or not Aristotle knew the verses of 
Ananius-and I believe that he did18-they are a piece of evidence in 
support of the soundness of Kap1T'Ov. 

There is also little doubt, despite some dissenters, that lna8avaTov 

is correct. It is important for the meaning of the poem to recognize 
this (see infra). Bergk may have been the first to think of the word, 
but it was Wilamowitz who first strongly advocated it. Hiller-Crusius 

remark, in apparent disapproval, "v. Wilamowitz lna8avaTov pro

posuit, vocem novam atque singularem." This is nothing but a Latin 
rendering of Wilamowitz's own comment on the epithet- "neu und 
seltsam." They neglect to mention that, in defense of such a forma

tion, he has just appealed, and rightly so, to "das 8t8vpa/-L!3w8E() des 

stiles" (409). As we have seen, Wilamowitz's conjecture was later 
confirmed by the Didymus papyrus; it is unreasonable to question it 
any longer. Ariphron's lno8ai/-LWv, given the probable relationship 
between the two poems, should have decided the matter, papyrus or 

no. For the unusual compound compare also lno8aVaTO(), which 

Sophocles used,19 and lna/-L/-LOpo(), preserved by Hesychius.20 The 
former is a parallel for the root 8avaT- compounded with In-, the 

latter for an alpha-privative word so compounded. 

The next problem of interpretation concerns the meaning of YOVEWV 

in verse 8. 'More precious that parents' would seem to be the obvious 
sense. Odyssey 9.34-35 has been compared, W() ov8ev YAVKLOV ..ry() 

1T'aTpi8o() ov8e TOKr,WV yiYVETat.,21 as well as Pindar Isthmian 1.5, Ti 

18 The motif seems to have been familiar; see the tragic poet Achaeus TrGF 20F25: 
1TELVWVTL 8' ch8pi JUi~a TLI.uU)'TEpa xpvuov TE KaAEqxxvTo<;. TLf.LUJJTEpa suggests that 
KPEWUW in Aristotle and Ananius connotes 'better', 'more precious', rather than 
'stronger'; see LSJ s. v. KPEtTTWV 1.2 and IV. Compare also Heraclitus OK 22F9 (37 
Marcovich), preserved by Aristotle (Eth.Nic. 1176a6ID: KaOa1TEp 'HpaKAEtT()<; c/n7ULV 

ovoV'> mJPIUXT' £IV iAEuOaL JUiAAov 1i xpvurw Tj8wv 'Yap xpvuov TPO~ OVOL<;. 
19 Fr.359 Radt. Pollux, who preserves iuoOavaTO<; (6.174), considered it ov 1Tavv 

aVEKT()V. 

20 iual-L/-LOP0<;' SVU/-LOp0<;' Bergk cited this word. Schmidt in his edition of Hesychius 
thought wal-L/-LOp0<; corrupt and conjectured Kal-L/-LOp0<; (assuming a confusion of uncial 
K and Ie); see also LSJ s. v. iual-L/-LOp0<;' But waOavaTo<; and wal-L/-LOp0<; provide 
mutual confirmation for the soundness of each other. (In the case of wal-L/-LOp0<;, its 
alphabetical position under the letter iota, between wal-" and wav, cannot be lightly 
dismissed.) waOavaTo<; stands in the same relation to woOavaTo<; as wal-L/-LOp0<; to 
iuo/-LOp0<; and iuO/-LOLP0<;' Compare also Eur. Or. 200 iuOVEKV<; 'like one of the dead' 
(so E. Fraenkel against LSJ: Aeschylus Agamemnon III [Oxford 1950] 695 n.2). For iuo

compounds in general see Fraenkel's copious material 680-83 and 695-98 on Ag. 
1442f and 1470f; he does not cite waOavaTo<; or wal-L/-LOP0<;' 

21 The comparison (made by Smyth ad loc. and Bowra 183) is a bit misleading, for 
the Greek continues Ei 1TEp Kai TLCO Cl7r01TpOOL 1Twva oUcov 'Yain EV aUooonfj vaiEL 
a1TavEvOE TOKT,WV. The statement is particular, not general. 
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<f>tATEPOV KEBvwv TOKEWV aya80ie;; Valentin Rose, however, took the 
word as a poetic equivalent of EVYEVEUX, 'noble ancestry', and this in
terpretation has been widely accepted. Wilamowitz,22 Smyth,23 Jae

ger,24 Wormell,25 Diehl-Beutler26 all approve of it. Not so Page, who 

once again comments simply "vix credibile," apparently considering 

YOv~wv, in any sense, inappropriate here. LSJ s. v. yovE.fJe; recognize, 
in addition to the usual meaning of the word ('begettor', 'parent'), a 
more general meaning, 'progenitor, ancestor'. Inspection of the three 

passages there adduced reveals special contextual circumstances in 

each instance. Herodotus 1.91.1: KpotO"oe; 8E 1TE/-L1TTOV yovEoe; a~p

TCl8a egE1TATJO"E. Here 1TE/-L1TTOV makes all the difference and leaves no 
doubt of the meaning. Aristotle Gen.An. 722a8: ETt TOte; avw(JEV 

" ., • s:, s:, , 's:,').). '"' '""" 
YOVEVO"tV EOtKa(rtv ... a1TOu(.ooa(Tt. yap uta 1TOI\.I\.WV YEVEWV at. 0(..1.01.0-

TTJTEe;. Here again the addition of avw(JEv and of 8ux 1TOAAWV YEVEWV 

prevents ambiguity. Isaeus 8.32: KEAEVEL yap [sc. 0 vO/-Loe;] TPECPEtV 

TO~ yovEae;' yov6e; 8' EiO"t. WIJTTJP Kat. 1TaTTJp Kat 1Ta1T1Toe; Kat n10TJ 

Kat. TOVTWV WqTTJP Kat 1Tarryp, eav ETt ~WUtV' eKEtVOt yap apXTJ TOV 
YEvove; f.o"Ti KTA. The speaker is clearly distorting language for his 
own purposes (an inheritance is in question), and is forced to be very 
explicit in order to be understood. Wyse correctly refers to "the 

strained use of YOVEV~," and states, "In Attic prose yovEt~ never 
means anything but 'parents'."27 This may be true of 'Attic prose'; it 

is not true of Aristotle. 
In fact, the most striking instances of YOVEte;= 'ancestors'28 are to be 

found in Aristotle, and it is curious that both Bonitz in his Index Aris

totelicus and LSJ have missed them. Eth.Nic. 1097b12, e1TEKTEiVOVTt 

yap f.1Tt. Tove; YOV6e; Kat Tove; a1Toyovove;; 1l00a26f, TOte; a1TO(TT..q~o"t 
, , '"' s:,"" ". s:,' 1100 29f ., 1TpO~ TOVe; YOVEte; 1TaVTOua1TWe; EXEtv aVTOV~ EVUEXETat; a, aTO-

1TOV 8E Kat. TO /-LTJ8EV /-LTJ8' e1Ti Ttva xpovov CTVVtKvEtu8at Ta TWV f.KYO

vwv TOte; YOVEVO"tV. Nevertheless, if yovEte; can on occasion be used of 

ancestors, it cannot mean noble ancestors, which the interpretation 

22 408, "vorfahren (EVYEVEUl, wie Rose richtig gesehen hat)." 
23 ad loc. (supra n.9), with hesitation: "YOVEWV=EVYEVEUl, or perhaps arnor pa-

ren/urn." 
24 118, "ancestors" (in the translation of the poem). 
25 62, "noble birth" (in his translation)' 
26 ad loc.: "YOVEWV intellegas maiores nobiles CTheog. 131s)." The citation of Theog

nis in this connection is remarkable, for the Greek is ov8ev EV av8pWrroW't 7TaTpo<; Kat 

1.J:rrrpo<; af.'ELVOV €7TA-ETO! 

27 W. Wyse, The Speeches of lsaeus (Cambridge 1904) 611. He does not intend to 
suggest by his restriction "in Attic prose" that the word may be so used in poetry. He 
has just cited Hdt. 1.91.1 and is contrasting Attic prose with that one passage dicis 

causa. 
28 Compare LSJ S. v. 7Tarr,p VII. 1 for 7TaTEpE<; 'forefathers'. 
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€lrYEV€UX demands. That is too great a semantic leap and hardly to be 
gotten out of this passage. Surely YOVEt~ with its ordinary force, 'par
ents', makes the best sense in the context of this poem. Parents are 
the source of physical life for their offspring. Plato Laws 869B7-c2, ~ 

\ I , ~, , I (J I I). }. t \" I }. 

yap J.Wvcp OVu afJ-vvoJUvcp avaTOV, JUIV\.OVTL V7T0 TWV yOV€WV T€n.€V-
I (J '/; I ,~ \ " \ '" , \ 

TrJ(THT at, 7Tap€r.:,€t V0J.W~ OVu€t~ KT€tVat TOV 7TaT€pa 71 fJ-71T€pa, TO~ 

€i~ 4>W~ T7]V EK€ivov CPV(TW ayayovTa~. So also Lycurgus Against Leo-
94 \, , '" \, \ " y" !)., ,1.."" crates ,TOV~ yov€a~ ... 7Tap wv ... T71V apX71v TOV ':>71V €lA71'P"JUV. 

The tragic poet Dicaeogenes wrote in a trimeter (J€O~ fJ-Eyt(TTO~ TOt~ 

CPPOVOV(TW oi yov.ry~ (TrGF 52F5~ compare Men. Mon. 526, vOJ.U'€ 

(Tavn;; TOV~ yOV€t~ €Zvat (J€ov~). Aristotle himself gives ample evidence 
of sharing this attitude. He often collocates (J€oi and yOV€t~ when 
discussing TLfJ-T, and cptAia (Eth.Nic. 1162a4-5, 1163b15ff, 1164b5, 
1165a24), and he several times states that parents are the cause of 
existence for their children, aiTLo~ [sc. <> 7TaT7]p] yap TOV €Zvat, 

SOKOVVTO~ fJ-€YWTOV (I 161a16f~ compare 1162a6-7 and 1165a23, in 
both of which passages yOV€t~ are explicitly mentioned as aiTLot 70V 

€ZVat). Precious though parents be because of their gift of physical 
life, more precious still is the moral gift of Virtue, for whom good 
men eagerly forfeit these same lives: (Tas 7TEpt, 7Tap(JEV€, J.WPqXi~ Kat 

(JaV€tV '71AWTO~ EV tEUaSt 7TOTJ.W~. In these verses lies a clue for the 
interpretation of YOVEWV. 

The final phrase of the comparison, f.J-aAaKaVyT,TOtO tnrvOV, remains 
to be considered. Note that in form it is an expanded third member of 
a tricolon.29 Wilamowitz (408) denied that f.J-aAaKalrrr1TO~ ("with lan
guid eye," LSJ) referred to the eyes at all~ he saw rather a reference 
to the glow on the cheeks of a sleeping person: "jede mutter, die 
nachts sich tiber das bettchen ihres kleinsten beugt, wird den Aristo
teles trotz seiner ktihnheit verstehn." This can hardly be correct. 
Ibycus 7.3 (PMG 288), ayavo{3AEcfxxpo~ n€t(Jw~ Pindar fr.l23. 3-4, 
T(l~ ... aKTtva~ 7TPO~ O(T(TWV f.J-aPf.J-apv'owa~~ Licymnius 4 (PMG 

771), "Y?TVO~ BE xaipwv OfJ-~TWV aVyaL<;~ Carm.conv. 34.c.l (PMG 

917), 6J Mover' <ryav9J.!-f+lXTE J,UiTEP (if correctly restored)~ PMG 929.g, 
f.J-aAaKOfJ-f.J-aTO~ tnrvO~ [y1vta 7T€pi 7TavTa {3aAwv, ~(T€i ~T71P vatS' 

aya7T(~d T] 0 V xpo VtO v iSov(Ta cpiAcp [K] 9~ 1Tcp 7TTEpvya~ a~E {3aAE V. 30 

Bowra (I83) acquiesced in Wilamowitz's view that f.J-aAaKa1rrr1To<; de
scribed softly glowing cheeks. Unlike Wilamowitz, however, Bowra 

29 See Fraenkel (supra n.20) 574 on Aesch. Ag. 1243. 

30 This last passage does not support Wilamowitz's 'mother/child' interpretation, as a 
careful reading of it will show (,.,.aAaKOILf.laTo<; tnrvo<;). The papyrus that preserves this 
fragment was first published in 1932 and was not known to Wilamowitz when he put 
forward his views on JUlAaKaVyr,To<;. 
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thought the reference to be erotic and compared two well-known 
passages, Phrynichus Tragicus fr.13 and Sophocles Antigone 783-84, 

both of which explicitly mention cheeks (7TapEtai) and accordingly 

prove nothing. p..ai\.aKalJ"YTJTOC; V7TVOC; means 'soft-eyed sleep'; in and 

of itself the phrase could occur in both amatory and non-amatory 

contexts. It is not impossible that Aristotle had in mind specifically rtY 
ac/>poBiO"ta, but the whole tenor of the poem inclines me to think that 

he intended a more general reference (not necessarily excluding sex). 

Just as the third and fourth verses are suggestive of the force of 

yovEwv in this comparison, so too verse 5, Kat 7T()VOVC; Ti\.TjVaL p..ai\.

EPOVC; o.Kap..aVTaC;, points the way to a correct understanding of p..ai\.a

KavYJITOW (J' V7TVOV. The contrast is explicit: action versus repose 

(7TOVOVC;/V7TVOV), endurance versus softness (ri\.Tjvatfp..ai\.aK-). For Ar

istotle's view of the relative merits of rest and activity see Eth.Nic. 

1176b34ff: o.Va7TaVO"Et ... EDtKEV -ry 7TatBui:, o.BVVaTOVVTEC; BE O"VVEXWC; 
""" , ~ , , ~, ,\. ~,' I , 

7TOVEtV ava7TaVO"EWC; uEOVTat. ov UTJ TEI\.OC; TJ ava7TavO"tC;' ytVETat yap 

EVEKa TTjC; EVEPYEiac;. BOKEL B' 0 EvBaij.LWv f3ioc; KaT' o.PET-ryV EtVaL" 

OVTOC; BE I-'ETa O"7TovBTjc;, o.i\.i\.' OVK EV 7TaLBt4. 

If the quite reasonable assumption that Ariphron's Paean to Health 

was the immediate model for this passage be accepted, then it be

comes possible to say something about Aristotle's method of poetic 

composition. Bowra (183) states that in all three points of comparison 

Aristotle "follows on the lines marked by Ariphron." This does not 

go far enough. The ancients considered the conscious reworking of 

borrowed material in a novel manner to be a touchstone of true orig
inality.31 Aristotle does not mechanically imitate Ariphron's verses, 

but inventively uses them to achieve a quite different effect. 

Ariphron in a straightforward manner states that every grace and 

delight flourishes along with Health. He mentions first 7TI\.OVTOV xaptc;; 

the connotations of 7Ti\.ovToe; are clear and simple-material wealth and 

riches, originally of produce and livestock, later often monetary. For 

this word Aristotle substitutes xpvO"oe;. There is a world of difference 

in the connotation. To quote Martin West: "Gold is the metal of the 

gods, not only rare and precious but spotless and incorruptible ... In 

Greek we find it standing for moral sincerity: Thgn. 449 ff. Evpr,O"Ete; 

BE I-'E mienv E7T' epyp..ao"tv WO"7TEP a7TEc/>(Jov xpvO"ov ... TOV xpDtTje; 
(J , (J '\ ,., , , ,~, " "32 F th t Ka V7TEP E I-'El\.ac; OVX a7TTETat we; OVu EVpWe;... or e conno a-

tive distinction between 7TI\.OVTOe; and XpvO"oc; the famous opening of 

31 See on this CP 71 (976) 97-105. 
32 Hesiod Works and Days (Oxford 1978) 178. (Of course xpvmk can also have a 

pejorative sense in certain contexts. See especially Eur. fr.324 N.2, interesting for the 
contrast with parents and children.) 
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Pindar's First Olympian is instructive: 0 8E xpvao~ aifJo/-LEvov TrVp a-rE 

8ux:rrpbTEt VVK'Ti /-LEyavopo~ e~oxa 1TAOV'TOV. Next Ariphron mentions 
the xeip,~ 'TEKEWV, the meaning of which is self-evident. Aristotle takes 
his cue from this, but by substituting YOVEWV for TEKEWV, parents for 
children, and stating, in seeming contradiction to traditional Greek 
moral and legal standards, that something else is more precious than 
parents (gods excepted), he becomes so allusive-so dithyrambic
that he has baffled critics. Some were troubled enough by this that 
they attempted to explain YOVEWV as a reference to noble birth; Page 
resigned himself to pronouncing the word incredible. I have attempted 
above to explain the real force of YOVEWV in the context of this poem. 
It cannot be said that Aristotle's meaning is immediately evident. 
Once again, the contrast with his model is obvious. Ariphron goes on 
to mention sexual desire-1TofJwv ov~ Kpvcpio,~ 'Acppo8iTa~ EpKEa,v 

fJ"'1PEVO/-LEV. It is not apparent that Aristotle's f.WAaKaVyT,TO'O fJ' mrvov 

must have precisely the same reference; gentle sleep as a symbol of 
pleasant inactivity in general would seem more relevant here. The 
poem is intended to memorialize the painful and heroic death of 
Hermias, aoi8,f.,W~ epyo,r; (I 7). 

Aristotle has condensed Ariphron's full and unambiguous language 
and at the same time broadened the content. There may be some 
obscurity, but the effect is pleasing. f.WAaKavyYJ'TOr;, doubtless Aris
totle's own coinage, is a fine example of a compound epithet in the 
dithyrambic style. So too is iaafJeivaTor;, which surely is an adaptaion 
of Ariphron's iao8ail-'Wv. Aristotle's original use of his material is 
particularly clear here. iaoooil-'Wv is not new with Ariphron; examples 
of it survive in both Aeschylus and Pin dar. In all three instances the 
word is associated with kings: Aesch. Pers. 634 iao8aiI-'Wv {3aa'AEvr;; 

Pind. Nem. 4.84 (3aCTtAEVaW iao8aif.,Wva ... cPW'Ta; Ariphron (4) 'Tas 

iao8aif.,Wvor; avfJpW7ro,r; {3aa'A"'1i8or; apxas. This is adequate to sug
gest that Ariphron has used a traditional epithet in a traditional sense. 
In formation iaoBail-'Wv is quite regular and presumably modeled di
rectly on iaofJEor;. By contrast, Aristotle's ia-afJeiva'Tor;, almost cer
tainly his own creation, is a bold and rare composition on an a/pha

privative stem. He transfers the epithet from the material sphere of 
worldly advantages, in particular kingship, to the spiritual happiness 
that Virtue confers. Is it extravagant to recall that it was a king that 
did Hermias to death? The use of a compound in -afJavaTor;, echoed 
below in verse 18 by afJeivaTov, makes Aristotle's meaning quite 
plain. Over the life of the virtuous man death shall have no domin

ion. 
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Several other expressions in the poem call for comment. 15-16: 

(T(i~ B' EVEKEV ¢tAWV /-WP¢cxs 'ATapV€O~ 
EVTpocpor;; eXEAlov Xr,PWO"EV airycir;;. 

aVyck airyas-, airyas- (sic) vv.l1. 

265 

'ATapvJoc; t.VTP 0 c/>oc; , 'nursling of Atarneus', is of course Hermias~ 
nowhere in the poem is he mentioned by name. I quote Werner Jae
ger: "While the nationalist party at Athens, led by Demosthenes, was 
blackening the character of the deceased, while public opinion was 
dubious about him in Hellas and feeling ran very high throughout the 

land against Philip and his partisans, Aristotle sent out into the world 
this poem, in which he declared himself passionately on the side of 
the dead man" (117). This is a fine appreciation, but somewhat 
exaggerated. The probable chronology is as follows. Aristotle left 

Athens in 347 and Hermias was executed in 341. After an absence of 
approximately thirteen years Aristotle returned to Athens in 335; 

then only did he found his school at the Lyceum. Thus at the time of 

Hermias' death Aristotle was far from Athens and its 'nationalist 

party', and, while doubtless a man of a certain prominence, hardly 
the famous figure he was to become. Whether he was yet in a suffi

ciently influential position to contemplate realistically 'sending out 

into the world' an open political statement is uncertain. Perhaps he 
was in such a position; the two words 'ATapvEor;; EVTpo¢or;; suggest 

that such was not the primary purpose of this poem. Is it conceivable 
that Aristotle, a practical man of real political experience, would have 
completely omitted the name of Hermias from the poem if his imme

diate audience was intended to be the general public of Hellas and 
not rather a select group? Hermias was an important politician, but 

hardly so important that 'nursling of Atarneus' alone would be an 
allusion intelligible to all. There is no other hint in the poem of the 
identity of the honoree. More importantly, if Aristotle had in mind 
the composition of an open poetic epistle, would he have chosen in 
the first place the obscure and allusive style of the dithyramb? Jaeger 

is correct to this extent; the poem is a passionate declaration, but the 

personal one of friend grieving for friend. Aristotle wrote this poem 
first and foremost for himself and for a small circle of mutual friends 

and philosophers. 
These two words can tell us more. EVTPO¢O~ used as a substantive 

survives in one other classical passage, Euripides fA 289, ALar;; ... 0 

I.aAa~vo~ EVTpo¢or;;. In the immediately preceding sentence of the 
poem (13-14) Aristotle adduces Ajax as an exemplum; he then uses 
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ElITPOcJx>'i of Hermias. Whether he borrowed this uncommon usage of 

lllTPOcJx>'i from Euripides I cannot say. That may well be mere coinci

dence. But consider the meaning of lllTPOcPo'i as a substantive; it 
means 'native', 'native son'. That is how Euripides used it of Ajax, 

'native of Salamis', and that is how the word is used later by Anti
philus in an epigram (A nth. Pal. 9.242.2), 9auiwll lllTpocPor; a;:ywAwlI, 

"native of Thasos' shores," as Gow and Page render it. The signifi

cance of this appears to have been overlooked. Hermias, like other 
prominent politicians, had been the object of much slander, in par
ticular concerning his origins (see Wormell 66ft). 'Slave', 'barbarian', 

'Bithynian' -such were the accusations. Ell fEua8t in 4 and 'ATap

lIEOr; ElITpocPor; supplement each other; whatever the facts, Aristotle 
clearly represents Hermias as a free Greek, a native son of Atarneus 

and no slave from abroad. 

aEAiov X-r,PWUElI aVyar; has caused trouble. Rose, Smyth, and oth
ers, bothered by the sense, prefer to print the genitive singular 
avya'i. Here are Smyth's comments: "X-r,PWU'ElI: 'bereft himself' = 

EX"lpwuaTo ... The alternative reading X-r,PWUElI aVyar; preserves the 
grammar at the expense of dithyrambic extravagance-sic declaratur 
desiderium, quod Sol sentiat, quum Hermias non amplius in conspectum 
eius veniat (ligen), 'left desolate the light of the Sun'." It should be 

apparent by now that 'dithyrambic extravagance' is more likely to be 

a recommendation than an objection in this poem. The usual motif is 
that the dead leave the light of the sun. TI.:wr' a-OT', 6J 8VUT"I liE, says 

Teiresias to Odysseus in the underworld, At7TOW cpaor; T,EAioto TlAv8Er;, 

ocbpa t&n lIEKVar; Kat aTEp7TEa XWpOll; (Od. 11.93-94). For X"IPOW so 
used see A nth. Pal. 7.172.5-7 (Anti pater of Sidon): Kat ,.u nr; ... 

lxt811a ... T,EAiov X-r,PWUElI. But to introduce that thought here is to 
substitute the commonplace for the exquisite, contrary to the whole 

style of the poem.33 

aa The type of conceit which Aristotle affects may be illustrated by some verses of 
Housman's (More Poems, XXVI): 

Good creatures, do you love your lives 
And have you ears for sense? 

Here is a knife like other knives, 
That cost me eighteen pence. 

I need but stick it in my heart 
And down will come the sky, 

And earth's foundations will depart 
And all you folk will die. 

The second stanza shows the same inversion of the relationship between individual and 
the external world as in Aristotle's phrase. 
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Verses 18-21 contain one final crux, minor in itself, but of interest 
as an illustration of Aristotle's use of poetic diction: 

cHJcivaTov TE J.UV aV~<Tov<Tt Mov<Tat, 

MvalWmJva~ 8vy(hpE~, tl.t-

O~ gEvWV <TE{3a~ avgov-

(Tat CPtx.la<; TE y~pa<; /3E/3alov. 

The repetition aVfrJa-ov<Tt ... avgov<Tat has seemed offensive to many. 

Some consider the participle corrupt, others the indicative. Bergk's 
a<TKova-at for avgov<Tat is perhaps the best representative of the 
former approach, Wilamowitz's av~h1<TOV<Tt for aV~<Tov<Tt of the 
latter. Wilamowitz himself pronounced his own conjecture "simpel 

und sieher," and it has been accepted by Kern, Bidez, Wormell, and 
DUring. Wormell is emphatic (62 n.lO): "The repetition aV~<TOVCTt, 

avgov<Tat is intolerable in a poem in which significant verbal echoes 
play so great a part, and aV~<Tov<Tt may well be a scribal error 

caused by the following avgov<Tat." I consider the transmitted text 
sound. (I) Aristotle does not avoid repetition in this poem~ indeed, 
he appears to affect it: <Ta~ (3, 15), a-EV (9), <TOtS (13); IWpqXX~ (3, 

15)~ epyols (II, 17)~ tl.tO~ (9?, 19)~ ¢tAWV (IS), ¢LAia~ (21); TAi/vat 

(5), aVETAa<TaV (I 1). (2) aV~<Tov<Td avgov<Tat is a 'significant verbal 

echo', and serves to link Hermias with Zeus, patron of friends, and 

with the reverential honor attached to steadfast friendship (I 9-21). 

These themes are central to the poem; recall its occasion. (3) The 
syntax is different. aV~<TOV<TL governs direct object and predicate 
adjective, avgoVCTat direct object only. Both constructions, in precisely 

the (honorific) sense desiderated here, are well attested; see LSJ s. v. 
avgavw 1.2, 3. Thus Aristotle, while using the same word, achieves 
variety. (4) The specific 'repetition of verb and participle of same 

stem in same sentence' is affected elsewhere in Greek poetry. To 

James Diggle's examples34 (all from tragedy) add the following: Od. 
11.222 a7To7TTa/J.-EvT] 7TE7TOTT] Tat; Simon. fro 121.3 D. (9.3 P') ovBe 

TE8va<TL 8avovTE~; Aesch. Cho. 504 OVTW yap ov TE8vT]Kac; OVBE 7TEp 

8avwv; PV 790-92 (hav 7TEpa<TYIC; pli8pov T,7TEipotZl opov ... 7TOVTOV 

7TEpW<Ta ¢AOl,a-{3ov KTA.~ [Xen.1 Ath.Pol. 1.1 Tav8' eA.o/J.-EVOt Eu...OVTO 
, , .f f'" fA' h 6 1 ' TOV~ 7TOVT]pOV~ ap,EtZlOV 7TpaTTEtZI T] TOV~ XPTl<TTOV~~ ntIp on . Kat 

EVXO/J.-EVO~ av Tt~ TaVTa EVgatTO; Ar. Eq. 286-87 KaTa{3o-ry<TOIJ.-aL 

{Jowv (TE. KaTaKEKpagOlJ.-ai a-€ Kpa~wv; Eur. Bacch. 332 ¢povwv ovBev 

¢pOV€I,~~ El. 1310 Kai CT' a7ToA.€ll/lw <TOV A€L7TO/J.-€VO~~ PI. Phd. 60D 

34 Studies on the Text of Euripides (Oxford 1981) 66-67. 
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" " I , ~ \ I 'Sh 263 " E1TOI.:ryua<; aVTa, 1TpOTEpOV OVuEV 1TCJJ1TOTE 1TOtTJua<;; op. D EOtKEV 
• I / (J ." ~ I "" '" TJ TOtaVTTJ uvv EUt<; EK TE PTJf..taTWV ytYVOJLEVTJ Kat OVOf..taTWV OVTW<; 

TE Kat aAYJ(Jwr; yiYVEU8at Aoyor; ljIEv8,y,r;; Plotinus 6.7.22 Kai Ewr; Ti 

EUTtV avwTEpw TOV 1TapovTo<;, aLpETat ¢VUEt avw aipOf..'EVTJ lnrO TOV 

80VTO<; TOV epwTa. Hdt. 5.95.1 ¢EVyWV EK¢EVYEt is representative of a 
number of expressions involving the participle of ¢EVYEtV and com
pounds of the same verb.a5 LXX Gen. 22.17 .ry f..'7J v EVAOYWV EV

AOyr]UW (J'E Kat 1TATJ8vvwv 1TATJ8vvw TO U1TEpf..ta (J'ov is a Hebraism, 
but the other examples adduced above, most of them more striking 
than Aristotle's collocation, should suffice to show that the usage is 
no solecism. 

III 

It remains to consider whether the poem can be shown to reflect 
formal philosophical doctrine. In theory there is nothing extravagant 
about such an assumption. Aristotle and Hermias shared common 
philosophical interests, and the well-known elegiac fragment of Aris
totle's in praise of Plato contains several phrases which may derive 
from philosophy.36 Both Wilamowitz and Jaeger have in fact seen 

philosophical elements in the poem. Neither scholar should be dis
missed without a hearing. Wilamowitz (410-12) identified the f.'Opcpa 

of Areta with the Platonic Form (i8Ea, E~O<;) of the highest good, and 
concluded that the poem was consequently "in its entire conception 
contradictory." An individual, says Wilamowitz, possesses a Form by 
participation in it, by f..'E8Egtr;; it is not external to him, but internal. 
One does not pursue what one already has. Such logic has, in my 
view, no place in a poem, but, if any feel the force of the supposed 
contradiction, let them rather resolve it by concluding that f.'Opcpa is 
not a Platonic Form here (on which more below). Wilamowitz con

siders next verse 12, where he reads epyols uav aypEvovTE~ 8vvaf.'tv. 

This expression he interprets in the context of the Nicomachean Ethics. 
The pursuit of the 8vvaf.'t<; of virtue is "quite Aristotelian," since 

35 For some examples see D. Tarrant, The Hippias Maior (Cambridge 1928) 58 on 
292A av JI.~ EKf/>lryW cf>elrywv avn)v, and for discussion of the sense K. J. Dover, Aris
tophanes Clouds (Oxford 1968) 116. 

36 Fr.673 Rose. See on these verses Jaeger 106-10 and also CQ 21 (I927) 13-17. 
For philosophical language note especially 5 /J.EOOOOUTL AOYWV and 7 ov vuv 8' ECTTL 

Aa/3Etv. With the former expression compare PI. Polit. 2260 rfi Tou;iBE /J.EOoll<p TWV 

AOYWV, Epist. 2.3140 rfi /J.EOoll<p TWV AOYWV, Resp. 4350 /J.EOoliwv, oiat~ vuv EV TOt~ 
AoYOt~ xpw/J.EfJa (~8oBo~ is of course frequent in Aristotle: Bonitz Index s. v.); for the 
latter expression cJ Jaeger's remarks 109 n.2. 
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Aristotle states in the Ethics 'T£l~ ... ap€'T£l~ A.a/J-{3avo/J-€v EV€py-f]

O"aVT€~ TrP()T€POV, WO"7T€P Kat E1Tt 'T£VV aA.A.wv TEXVWV (1103a31-32). 
So far so good, observes Wilamowitz. But, he proceeds, virtue is not a 

8vva/J-18 but a egIS according to Aristotle. Virtue so conceived is no 
proper object of a poem~ here also, concludes the great scholar, the 

poem admits of no fully satisfying interpretation. 
This flat pronouncement of Wilamowitz's has the merit of focusing 

the question and forcing us to make a choice. Either (i) Aristotle 
could not use correctly his own technical term 8vva/-Ur; or (in Wila

mowitz has misunderstood a correct technical use or Gin the word is 
not technical here. In reality, 8vva/J-IS in Aristotle's philosophy is an 
extremely complex term with several meanings. (Bonitz devotes four 

columns to it in his Index Aristotelicus.) The pitfalls of introducing a 

philosophical 8vva/-U~ to this poem can be easily illustrated. Bowra 
(188) paraphrases and expands upon Wilamowitz's interpretation, al

beit to reject it. He begins by adducing what he calls '"the most ob

vious parallel, which Wilamowitz does not actually cite" -in fact it is 

the sentence immediately preceding the sentence which Wilamowitz 

does cite-a 'parallel' in which Aristotle states that we acquire 8vva

/J-Et~ first (1TpOTEpOV) and then (iJUTEpOV) EvepYHat. Since Aristotle is 
speaking here of 'T£l ¢VU€t oVTa, which he has just explicitly con

trasted with ethical virtues, none of which, he states, are ¢VU€t, I do 

not see the relevance of the parallel. But Bowra proceeds~ "If the 
poem uses 8vva/J-t~ in this special sense, it means that in noble ac
tions men pursue the potentiality of acting even more nobly, or as 

Wilamowitz says 'die Tugend ist in der Energie eher vorhanden als in 
der Dynamis'." That is to say, Bowra applies to virtuous deeds a 

parallel from Aristotle in which 8vva/-Ur; is not used of virtue and 

which makes 8vva/J-tr; prior to EvepYHa, and then quotes Wilamowitz 

who states the opposite, as if Wilamowitz were saying the same 

thing.37 Neither scholar takes into account the different senses in 
which Aristotle uses 'prior' (1TP(lT€pov), which could further compli

cate the issue. I shall refrain from so doing, for the original sug

gestion that 8vva/J-t~ is technical here seems to me unfortunate and 
to lead nowhere. 

The text itself is doubtful and Page was prudent to dagger it.3S 

Without knowing the verb which governs 8vva/J-tv, it is precarious to 
argue for any philosophical doctrine. If aypEvovTE~ is sound, it prob-

37 Bowra's "acting even more nobly" (emphasis mine), not to be got out of the poem, 
is perhaps an attempt at reconciliation. 

38 (Tall aYPEVOllTE" Ath.: allaYOPEVOIITE" D.L.: ] E7TO liTE [ BKU: (Tall ayopEvoIITE" 

Ross: (Tall aIlEt7n)II'TE" Bowra. 
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ably is a continuation of the metaphor in verse 2 (Jr,paf-UX. Moreover, 

the possessive O"av (12) clearly shows that the 8vvaf.,U<; belongs to 

Areta and not to men.39 This alone should have excluded any attempt 

to introduce a formal Aristotelian theory of human ethics into the 

poem. In reality non-technical 8vvaf.,U<; is perfectly at home in Greek 

poetry. Theognis 373-74, ZEV cpiAE ... avaO"(],El8 'TLI-'T,V aVTo<; lxwv 

Kat. I-'EyaA'Y1V 8vvaf.,Uv; 718, w<; 7TAOVTO<; 7TAEWT'Y1V miO"Lv lXEL 8vva

f.,Uv; TrGF Adesp. 129, ~ x.pvO"€ ..• KPEtO"(],OV' lxwv Svvaf.,Uv; Aesch. 

Ag. 779, 8vvaf.,Uv ov O"€{3ovO"a 7TAOVTOV. If Areta has, say, a 8vvaf.,U<; 

x.pv(]'ov KPEW(]'WV, what need of involving philosophy? 

Jaeger, unlike Wilamowitz, makes no attempt to detect technical 

Aristotelian language in the poem. On the other hand, he agrees with 

Wilamowitz in regarding Areta as a Platonic Form, and not merely a 

personified abstraction (108-09). The significance of this for Jaeger is 

enormous and must be given in his own words (118): "The unique 

value of this poem for our knowledge of Aristotle's philosophical 

development has never been exploited. For the most part it has been 

regarded merely as a human document, but it shows that when Aris

totle had completed his destructive criticism of Plato's Idea, exact 

thinking and religious feeling went separate paths in him. To the 

scientific part of himself there was no longer any such thing as an 

Idea when he wrote these lines, but in his heart it lived on as a 

religious symbol, as an ideal." Wormell (63) accepts Jaeger's con

clusions fully, although Bowra (188-89) did not, nor, most recently, 

does Guthrie.40 Jaeger has quite correctly perceived that the key to 

the understanding of the entire poem is its very first word - 'ApETa. Is 

she Form or not, that is the question. In support of his view that she 

is, Jaeger pointed out that !-'Opcpa occurs twice (3 and 13). 

Bowra replied that !-'Opcpa is a reference to the beauty of 'ApETa 

"probably due in the first place to Prodicus, and in the second place to 

the natural poetic habit of ascribing beauty to supernatural powers 

however abstract." He further argues that !-'OPc/n1 is the wrong word if 

the reference is to a Platonic Form or Idea, that !-'OPc/n1 in fact is used 

of manifold appearance in contrast to Forms. He compares for this 

39 Note the recurrent polyptoton of the possessive adjective: (T(i~ (3), <Tall (12), <To,s 
(13), <TCi~ (15); also the pronoun <Tev (9). 

40 Supra n.6: 33-34. Guthrie's conclusions, which I read after forming my own, seem 
on the whole sensible to me. But he states, rather than argues, his position and the 
reader will, I trust, find little duplication in his treatment and mine. From Guthrie (32 
n. J) I have also learned of 1. Crossett's paper "Aristotle as a Poet: The Hymn to Her
meias," PhQ 66 (1967) 145-55. This paper seems to me to lack philological rigor and 
to propose an interpretation of the poem, based on Aristotle's formal philosophical 
works, which is fanciful. 
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'pluralistic' use of J.LOpl/>,ry Philolaus DK 44F5 and Plato Resp. 380D. 
That f,LOpqn] can refer to physical form (beautiful if the context so 

require) is certainly true. Sophocles El. 1158-59: O~ U" W8E J.LOt TrPOV

TrEf,LtPEV £lV'Tt cptATlhTl~ f,LOPcP-ry~ U'Tro8ov TE Kat U'KtCW £lVWCPEA-ry. The 
usage is normal and need not be documented in detail. To this extent 

Bowra is correct. His attempt to demonstrate, against Jaeger, that 
f.LOpcPr, could not refer to a Platonic Form fails completely.41 Yes, 

f.LOpcPr, is used, both in philosophical and other contexts, of multiform 

reality~ compare TrOAVf.LOPCPO~. Why should it not? The word, in and of 
itself, means 'form' without further qualification. What induced Bowra 

to confine it to that sense I leave to others to conjecture. Aeschylus in 

Prometheus describes Themis/Gaea as "lToAAwv OVOJUlTWV f.LOpcP~ f,LUx 

(210). So too Euripides fr.484.2, W~ ovpavo~ TE yma T' ..ryv f.LOpcP~ f,Lia 
(before their separation); Apollonius Rhodius 1.497, TO Trpiv fT' £lA

A'1]AOtU't f,Ltfi (J'VvapTJPOTa f.LOpcpfi; Epinomis 981 A, OTav f,Lia (J'VVEA

(JovU'a a1JU'TaU't~ tPvxii~ Kat U'Wf.LaTO~ £lTrOTEKYI f,Liav f.LOpqn]v. That 
Plato always contrasted EZ8o~ and f.LOpqn] is simply false. Resp. 381 c 
( f h d ) '\" ' " ",' ~ 'of o t e go s : Ka"''''tU'TO~ Kat aptU'TO~ WV Et~ TO uvvaTOV EKaU'TO~ 

aVTWV f,LEVEt £lEi aTrAw~ EV Tfj aVTov f.LOpcpfi. Phd. 104D: ETrt TO TOtOV

TOV ... iJ EvavTia i8Ea EKEtVY1 Tfj f,LOpcfyfj 71 elV TOVTO £lTrEpya'TlTat 

OV8ETrOT' al) EA80L.42 Bowra has also forgotten that Aristotle uses I-WP

cpr, for his formal cause, his E«>O~. "principium formale, quod peculiari 

nomine EZ8o~ Ar appellat '" etiam f.LOpcP-ry~ nomine significat," ob
serves Bonitz.43 Jaeger was perfectly justified in appealing to f.LOpcpa in 
defense of his thesis. It does not follow that his thesis is correct. 

f,Lopcpa cannot be faulted, but there are other, and, in my opinion, 

decisive objections to the notion that Areta represents the Platonic 

Form of human virtue. One thing is certain. Whatever one call Areta 
in this poem -abstraction, personification, allegory, Augenblicksgott, 

clearly she is represented as a personal and divine being. In the first 

verse she is contrasted with the human race, and she confers upon 

41 The suggestion that Prodicus' Choice of Herac/es was a direct influence on Aris
totle's conception of 'APETa. (by no means confined to Bowra), while not impossible, is 
undemonstrable and superfluous. The allegorization of apETa. occurs already in the 
famous verses of Hes. Op. 289-92. So also Simon. fr.74 P., EUTL TL<; ~oyo<; TaV 'APETaV 

vaiEtV 8vual-Llxirotu' E7TL 7T~Tpat<; KTA..~ Bacchyl. 13 (2).17 Sf, OV yap aA.awrr-£i' VVKTO<; 

7Tam,qxwTI<; 'APETa KPV~OEIn' alUlvpoVrat. One tends to forget, despite constant re
iteration, that we possess precious little classical Greek. This question of possible bor
rowing from Prodicus is of secondary importance, as it does not affect the fundamental 
meaning of the poem. 

42 John Burnet, Plato's Phaedo (Oxford 1911) 118 on 103 E5: "rrjll EKELVOV I-LOpqnW 

i.e. rTjll EKEtVOV iB~all, TO EKEivov E~O<;. The three words are synonyms." 
43 index Aristotelicus 474a28-30. Note especially Metaph. 1033b5-6: TO Eliio<;, Tl OTL8"j-

7TOTE XpT, KaAELII TT,V Ell T4I aiUOT/T4I I-LOP~II. 
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mortals something in kind "like unto the immortals," that is, the 
gods. The whole tenor of the poem is religious and the common de
scription of it as a hymn is, if not strictly accurate, reasonable. So 
much is generally conceded. Consider now the following. (0 In Plato 
gods and Forms are regularly kept distinct. Gods are souls, they are 
dynamic, they are, in a sense, personal. The Forms are impassive and 
unmoved paradigms; they are impersona1.44 The conclusion of the 
poem shows that Areta is to be taken on a plane with the Muses, 

Mnemosyne, and Zeus-and surely subordinate to the last, were one 
to raise the question. She is, in short, a god, not a Form. (2) In his 
speculations on what Jaeger-and we-would call the 'divine Form of 
virtue', Plato introduced a technical vocabulary; he regularly uses TO 

ayafJov aVT(), fJ l8ea TOV ayafJov, TO Kcl:AAO't aim), and similar expres
sions. Plato discusses the several Forms of particular apETal- Justice, 
Temperance, and so forth-but when it comes to the highest Virtue, 
his language tends to change.45 In short, it is questionable whether the 
word 'APETcl: would necessarily suggest to a Platonist the highest Form. 
(3) It is most doubtful, terminology apart, whether Aristotle is think
ing primarily either of universal Virtue or the Form thereof in his 
poem. The composition celebrates the unflinching death of Hermias. 
Manly endurance (7rOAV/-«>X(JE, TAijVat, aVETAaG"av) and acceptance of 
death with honor ((JaVEI.V '11AWTO't, 'Al8ao 80/-«>1)'> ~A(JOV) are the 
particular qualities glorified herein, and all the exempla-Heracles, the 
Dioscuri, Achilles, Ajax-illustrate this. It is a question of av8pEta, 

and apET~ is often used specifically of that one virtue. EV7rOAE/-«>'t 

'APETT, appears in an Athenian epigram ca 400 B.C. (Kaibel 34, IG IJ2 
6859). No one thinks of Heracles and Achilles and Ajax as representa
tive types of G"uxPPOa-Vv11 or G"Ocpta.46 To assert that Aristotle regarded 
such warriors as symbols of the ultimate Platonic Form of moral and 
intellectual Virtue seems a hard saying.47 (4) The conclusion of the 

44 The question of the relation between Soul, God, Form in Plato is most complex 
and nowhere fully resolved by him, and specialists will see at once that I am oversim
plifying. I trust that they will grant that, for present purposes, the oversimplification is 
neither unfair nor unjustified. 

45 For Plato's recognition of the problem of the unity and plurality of apErr,/apETat 
see Leg. 963cff. 

46 The Stoic idealisation of Heracles is later and, of course, irrelevant. 
47 Jaeger appears to have felt this to some extent, but his comments (118-19) do not 

satisfactorily explain away the difficulty. For Aristotle's attitude towards Achilles and 
Ajax a passage in An.Post. (97b16ft) is perhaps significant. There, discussing the correct 
method of definition, he takes as an illustration lLEyal\mllVxia. As instances of this 
quality he cites together Achilles, Ajax, and-Alcibiades: owv El 'AAKL{3ul6TJ<; lLEyaAo

.pvxo<; Ti <> 'AXtAAEV<; Kat <> Aia<;, 'Tt EV a1TaVTE<;; 'TO J.LT, aVEXEU'OaL vf3P~OILEVOL' <> ,.uv 
yap E7TOAEI-tTJUEV, <> 6' EJ.LiJvLUEV, <> 6' a7TEK'TELVEV EaV'TOv. 
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poem proclaims that Hermias shall be immortalized in song. That is a 

traditional motif and represents no true immortality in the ontological 

sense.48 The contrast with Plato is self-evident. For him Soul is liter

ally immortal, the Forms eternal. 

The notion that 'Apera is a Platonic Form thus breaks down under 

closer analysis. Either Aristotle was incapable of incorporating the 

theory of Forms into a self-consistent poem or he has chosen to use 

traditional, and not philosophical, material. Surely the latter is correct. 

Had this poem come down anonymously, no one would have thought 

of interpreting it otherwise. Compare the well-known epigram of 

Asclepiades, composed not long after Aristotle's death: 

., AB' €')'w d: TAaJ.LWlI 'ApETa 7Tapa T~BE KafJ'YIJUXt 

ArallTo~ TVf.L1X!! KEtpaf.LElIa 7TAOKaf.LOV~, 

(JVf.L()lJ aXEt f.LE')'aA~ {3E {30A 'YI f.L€ lIa Ei 7Tap' 'A XatOt~ 
• ~ \ ' A,. ''A' , ,,,, ~ , 49 a uOI\O<pPWlI 7TaTa KPHTU'Oll Ef.LEV uVlIaTat. 

"On the tomb of Aias surmounted by a figure of Arete," remark 

Gow and Page. Aristotle's 'ApETa has closer affinities with this TAa

J.LWlI 'ApETa than with the world of Forms. We may regret the fact 

that the Hermias poem can tell us nothing about Aristotle's develop

ment as a philosopher, but we must acknowledge that such is the 

case.50 

The poem remains a precious human document; it is genuinely 

moving. Moreover, and this has not, I think, been remarked, the 

poem does throw some light on Aristotle as a professional intel

lectual-not the philosopher of the Metaphysics or the EthiCS, but the 

critic of the Rhetoric and Poetics who has so much to say about poetic 

theory and diction. In my analysis of certain difficult verses from the 

Hermias poem I have tried to illustrate Aristotle's command of the 

contemporary dithyrambic style. One may assume that any educated 

Greek was capable of composing elegiac couplets or iambic trimeters 

of sorts; the present performance is on quite a different level. The 

poem reveals a polished combination of traditional material and mod-

48 Recall that in 13-14 Achilles and Ajax were explicitly said to have gone to the 
house of Hades. 

49 A nth. Pal. 7.145; Gow and Page, Hellenistic Epigrams (Oxford 1968) AscIepiades 29. 
The poem was imitated by Antipater (A nth. Pal. 7.146: Hellenistic Epigrams Antipater 7) 
and Mnasalces apud Ath. 163 A (Hellenistic Epigrams Mnasalces 17), which clearly 
suggests that it was a familiar piece. 

50 Note a small detail. In 17 when Aristotle introduces an inferential particle, a term 
for 'therefore', he chooses TOLyap. This word occurs nowhere else in Aristotle or, for 
that matter, in extant Attic prose. Other words for 'therefore' (apa, TOilJvlJ, etc.) are of 
course common in his works. So great is the distance berween Aristotle the formal 
logician and Aristotle the poet. 
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ern technique. That Aristotle was in possession of the necessary 
equipment for such an elaborate and stylized poetic composition is of 
considerable interest, both historical and literary.51 
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61 A version of this paper was delivered as a lecture at Boston College, under the 
auspices of the Department of Classical Studies, on February 22, 1982. 


